What is Philanthropy Day?

Philanthropy Day is a program of the Idaho Nonprofit Center that was revitalized in 2017 in partnership with the Idaho Community Foundation, Association of Fundraising Professionals, and the Idaho Women’s Charitable Foundation to recognize and celebrate the philanthropic contributions of individuals and organizations across Idaho. In 2020, we formed a new partnership with Serve Idaho and the Brightest Star Awards. We are joining efforts to celebrate Idaho’s philanthropic spirit with a new award category directly highlighting the volunteerism of adult Idahoans.

Before you nominate, please CLICK HERE to review the questions on the nomination form. We do recommend you type out your responses to these questions separately then copy and paste into the survey to avoid and lost work or connection issues.

Philanthropy Day encompasses the spirit of community involvement, celebrates generosity, and promotes the welfare of others.

Philanthropy Day Award Categories

Outstanding Philanthropic Company/Foundation: An outstanding company/foundation that demonstrates a strong commitment to leadership in philanthropy and brings philanthropic work, including volunteerism to the core of its mission.

Outstanding Nonprofit: A nonprofit that is an innovative leader in its field, is vocal and visible in their field, collaborates with other organizations and sets an example for others.

*Outstanding Volunteer Manager: An individual adult (21 years or older) who has demonstrated exemplary leadership and management of volunteers.

*Outstanding Adult Philanthropist: An individual adult (21 years and older) who has demonstrated exceptional leadership in philanthropic efforts and/or projects benefiting charitable organizations.
*Outstanding Adult Volunteer- Brightest Star: An individual adult (21 years and older) who has demonstrated exceptional leadership through a significant amount of service and volunteerism in their community.

*Outstanding Youth Philanthropist: An individual youth (under 21 years) who has demonstrated exceptional leadership in philanthropic efforts, including volunteerism, and/or and/or projects benefiting charitable organizations.

*These awards exclude the paid president, CEO and/or executive director of a nonprofit organization.

Philanthropy Day Nomination Guidelines

Nominations close July 19, 2023

Selection Process:

Any individual or organization may submit nominations for one or more award(s). To submit more than one nomination, you will have to submit this form more than once. The application must be completed in its entirety to be considered.

Important: Judges will score each nominee based solely on the quality of each nomination. Because of this, we ask that you fill out each answer as thoroughly as possible. There is a word limit of 200 per answer, so be specific and succinct.

Previous winners/honorees cannot be honored within three (3) years of their most recent Philanthropy Day recognition. View the previous honorees.

* Which Philanthropy Day event will your nominee attend?
  - North Idaho
  - Southwest Idaho
  - Eastern Idaho

* Your name (First and Last):

* Your email:

* Your phone number:

Do you wish to remain anonymous?
  - Yes, please!
  - You can tell the nominee my name.
Please click the NEXT button below to answer the next set of questions to complete the nomination process! Thank you!

2023 Philanthropy Day Nomination Form

Please select the award in which you will be nominating:

Awards

- **Outstanding Philanthropic Company/ Foundation** - Company/Foundation that demonstrates a strong commitment to leadership in philanthropy and brings philanthropic work, including volunteerism, to the core of their mission.

- **Outstanding Nonprofit** - Nonprofit that is an innovative leader in their field, is vocal and visible in their field, collaborates with other organizations and sets an example for others.

- **Outstanding Volunteer Manager** - An individual adult (21 years or older) who has demonstrated exemplary leadership and management of volunteers.

- **Outstanding Adult Philanthropist** - An individual adult (21 years and older) who has demonstrated exceptional leadership in philanthropic efforts.

- **Outstanding Adult Volunteer** - Brightest Star: An individual adult (21 years and older) who has demonstrated exceptional leadership through a significant amount of service and volunteerism in their community.

- **Outstanding Youth Philanthropist** - An individual youth (under 21 years) who has demonstrated exceptional leadership in philanthropic efforts, including volunteerism, and/or projects benefiting charitable organizations. This award excludes the president, CEO and/or executive director of a nonprofit organization.
Philanthropy Day awards encompass the spirit of philanthropy including, time, talent, treasure and involvement in the community.

**Philanthropic Company/Foundation:** An outstanding company/foundation that demonstrates a strong commitment to leadership in philanthropy and brings philanthropic work, including volunteerism, to the core of its mission.

* * Company/Foundation

* * Company/Foundation contact name

Email

Phone Number

* Please describe how this Company/Foundation is a leader/role model for Philanthropy in the community.

* Please describe how this Company/Foundation brings Philanthropic work, including volunteerism to the core of its mission.

* Please describe how this Company/Foundation shows continuous commitment to philanthropic work.
* Please describe how this Company/Foundation's philanthropic work has created a large impact in the community.

Why do you believe this organization deserves to be recognized as a philanthropic Company/Foundation?

2023 Philanthropy Day Nomination Form

**Outstanding Nonprofit**

**Philanthropy Day awards encompass the spirit of philanthropy including, time, talent, treasure and involvement in community.**

**Outstanding Nonprofit: An outstanding company/foundation that demonstrates a strong commitment to leadership in philanthropy and brings philanthropic work to the core of its mission.**

* Organization

* Organization's contact name

Email

Phone Number
* Please describe how this organization demonstrates innovation and leadership in their field.


* Please describe how this organization is both vocal in visible in their field.


* Please describe how this organization collaborates with other companies/organizations.


* Please describe how this organization leads by example.


Why do you believe this organization deserves to be recognized with this award?


Philanthropy Day awards encompass the spirit of philanthropy including, time, talent, treasure and involvement in community.

Outstanding Volunteer Manager - An individual adult (21 years or older) who has demonstrated exemplary leadership and management of volunteers.
* Individual Name


Organization, company, or foundation individual is associated with, if any


Email


Phone Number


* Please describe how this individual demonstrates exemplary leadership and management of volunteers.


* Please describe how this individual demonstrates a unique approach to volunteer engagement.


* Please describe how this individual demonstrates a positive rapport with volunteers.


* Please describe how this individual stands out amongst their peers as a thought leader in their field.


Why do you believe this individual deserves to be recognized with this award?
Philanthropy Day awards encompass the spirit of philanthropy including, time, talent, treasure and involvement in community.

*Outstanding Adult Philanthropist: An individual adult (21 years and older) who has demonstrated exceptional leadership in philanthropic efforts and/or projects benefiting charitable organizations.

*This award excludes the president, CEO and/or executive director of a nonprofit organization.

* Individual Name

Organization, company or foundation individual is associated with, if any

Email

Phone Number

* Please describe how this individual is a leader/role model for philanthropy in the community.
* Please describe how this individual has taken the initiative to develop or expand funding for charitable efforts.


* Please describe how this individual shows continuous commitment to philanthropic work.


* Please describe how this individual's (unpaid) work has created a large impact in the community.


Does this individual's paid work also create an impact in the community? If so, please explain.


Why do you believe this individual deserves to be recognized with this award?


Philanthropy Day awards encompass the spirit of philanthropy including, time, talent, treasure and involvement in community.
Outstanding Adult Volunteer- Brightest Star: An individual adult (21 years and older) who has demonstrated exceptional leadership through a significant amount of service and volunteerism in their community.

*This award excludes the president, CEO and/or executive director of a nonprofit organization.

* Individual Name

Organization, company or foundation individual is associated with, if any

Email

Phone Number

* Please describe how this individual is a leader/role model for volunteerism in the community.

* Please describe how this individual shows commitment through ongoing service to the same organization or multiple organizations.

* Please describe how this individual's volunteer work has created a large impact in the community.

* This nominee's volunteer work is outside the scope of their paid job.

- Yes
- No
- Other (please specify)
Why do you believe this individual deserves to be recognized with this award?

Philanthropy Day awards encompass the spirit of philanthropy including, time, talent, treasure and involvement in community.

*Outstanding Youth Philanthropist: An individual youth (under 21 years) who has demonstrated exceptional leadership in philanthropic efforts, including volunteerism, and/or projects benefiting charitable organizations.

*This award excludes the president, CEO and/or executive directors of a nonprofit organization.

* Individual Name

Organization, company or foundation individual is associated with, if any

Email

Parent/ Guardian Email

Phone Number
* Please describe how this individual is a leader/role model for philanthropy and/or volunteerism in the community.

* Please describe how this individual shows commitment through ongoing service (time, talent, treasure) to the same organization or multiple organizations.

* Please describe how this individual's volunteer/philanthropic work has created a large impact in the community.

Why do you believe this youth deserves to be recognized with this award?

Thank you for your time. Please hit submit below!